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Languages and Machines
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Finite State Machines

Chapter 5, sections 5.6-5.7



NDFSM to DFSM: The Number of
States May Grow Exponentially

DFSM:
No. of states after 0 chars: = 1
No. of new states after 1 char: = n

No. of new states after 2 chars: = n(n-1)/2
No. of new states after 3 chars: = n(n-1)(n-2)/6
…

Total number of states after n chars: |P(S)| = 2n
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Example:

the missing letter language

|S| = n

NDFSM:

total number of states = 1 + n
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What about Mʹ ?
1. Compute the eps(q)’s: eps(q0) = {q0}; eps(q1) = {q1}
2. s' = eps(q0) = {q0}
3. Compute d'

({q0}, odd, {q1}) ({q0}, even, {q0})
({q1}, odd, {q1}) ({q1}, even, {q0})

4. K' = {{q0}, {q1}}
5. A' = { {q1} }

M' = M (except for renaming of states)

If the Original FSM is Deterministic
M
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The Real Meaning of “Determinism”

Is M deterministic? Yes!

An FSM is deterministic, in the most general definition of
determinism, if, for each input and state, there is at most one
possible transition.

• DFSMs are always deterministic.  Why?
• NDFSMs can be deterministic (even with e-transitions and implicit
dead states), but the formalism allows nondeterminism, in general.

• Determinism implies uniquely defined machine behavior.

Let M =
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Deterministic FSMs as Algorithms

L = {w Î {a, b}* : w contains no more than one b}:
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Deterministic FSMs as Algorithms
Hard-coded Program:
until accept or reject do:

S: s = get-next-symbol
if s = end-of-file then accept
else if s = a then go to S
else if s = b then go to T

T: s = get-next-symbol
if s = end-of-file then accept
else if s = a then go to T
else if s = b then reject

end

Length of Program:  2 + |K| ´ (|S| + 2) J
Time required to analyze string w: O(|w| ´ |S|) J

We have to write new code for every new FSM! L 8



A Deterministic FSM Interpreter

dfsmsimulate(M: DFSM, w: string) =
1. st = s.
2. Repeat

2.1 c = get-next-symbol(w).
2.2 If c ¹ end-of-file then

2.2.1 st = d(st, c).
until c = end-of-file.

3. If st Î A then accept else reject.

Time required to analyze string w: O(|w|), provided that
the lookup in step 2.2.1 can be implemented in
constant time. 9



Nondeterministic FSMs as
Algorithms

Real computers are deterministic, so we have three choices
if we want to execute a NDFSM:

1. Convert the NDFSM to a deterministic one:
• Conversion can take time and space 2|K|.
• Time to analyze string w: O(|w|)

2. Simulate the behavior of the nondeterministic one by
constructing sets of states "on the fly" during execution
• No conversion cost
• Time to analyze string w: O(|w| ´ |K|2) (see next slide)

3. Do a depth-first search of all paths through the
nondeterministic machine (may be exponential). 10



A NDFSM Interpreter
ndfsmsimulate(M = (K, S, D, s, A): NDFSM, w: string) =

1. Declare the set st.
2. Declare the set st1.
3. st = eps(s).
4. Repeat

4.1 c = get-next-symbol(w).
4.2 If c ¹ end-of-file then do
4.2.1 st1 = Æ.
4.2.2 For all q Î st do

4.2.2.1 For all r Î D(q, c) do
4.2.2.1.1 st1 = st1 È eps(r).

4.2.3 st = st1.
4.2.4 If st = Æ then exit.

until c = end-of-file.
5. If st Ç A ¹ Æ then accept else reject.

´
|K|2

|w|

}
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State Minimization
Consider the DFSM:

Is this a minimal machine?
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State Minimization
Step (1): Get rid of unreachable states.

State 3 is unreachable.

Step (2): Get rid of redundant states.

One of states 2 and 3 is redundant.
13



Getting Rid of Unreachable States
We can’t easily find the unreachable states directly.
But we can find the reachable ones and determine the
unreachable ones from there.

An algorithm for finding the reachable states is
straightforward: start with {s}, and add all states that
can be reached in one step; continue until no more
change.

Reachable states: 1 and 2.
14



Getting Rid of Redundant States
Intuitively, two states are equivalent to each other (and
thus one is redundant) if all strings in S* have the same
fate, regardless of which of the two states the machine
is in.  But how can we tell this?

The simple case: two states (both accepting or
rejecting) have identical sets of transitions out.
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Getting Rid of Redundant States

The harder case: the outcomes in states 2 and 3 are
the same, even though the states aren’t.
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Finding an Algorithm for
Minimization (more formal)

Capture the notion of equivalence classes of
strings with respect to a language.

Prove that we can always find a unique (up to
state naming) deterministic FSM with a number
of states equal to the number of equivalence
classes of strings.

Describe an algorithm for finding that
deterministic FSM.
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Defining Equivalence for Strings
We want to capture the notion that two strings are equivalent or
indistinguishable with respect to a language L if, no matter what
is tacked on to them on the right, either they will both be in L or
neither will.  Why is this the right notion?  Because it corresponds
naturally to what the states of a recognizing FSM have to
remember.

Example: two strings
(1) a b a b a b
(2) b a a b a b

Suppose L = {w Î {a, b}* : |w| is even}.  Are (1) and (2) equivalent?
The answer is: yes!

Suppose L = {w Î {a, b}* : every a is immediately followed by b}.
Are (1) and (2) equivalent?
The answer is: no!
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Defining Equivalence for Strings

If two strings x and y are indistinguishable with respect
to L, we write:

x »L y

Formally, x »L y iff "z Î S* (xz Î L iff yz Î L).
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»L is an Equivalence Relation

• Reflexive: "x Î S* (x »L x), because:
"x, w Î S* (xw Î L « xw Î L).

• Symmetric: "x, y Î S* (x »L y ® y »L x), because:
"x, y, w Î S* ((xw Î L « yw Î L) «

(yw Î L « xw Î L)).
• Transitive: "x, y, z Î S* (((x »L y) Ù (y »L z)) ® (x »L z)),

because:
"x, y, z, w Î S*

(((xw Î L « yw Î L) Ù (yw Î L « zw Î L)) ®
(xw Î L « zw Î L)).

»L is an equivalence relation because it is:
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»L is an Equivalence Relation

• No equivalence class of »L is empty.

• Each string in S* is in exactly one equivalence class of »L.

So »L forms a partition of the set S*.

Because »L is an equivalence relation:
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An Example
S = {a, b}
L = {w Î S*: every a is immediately followed by b}

Determine the equivalence classes of »L:

Try all strings in lexicographical order:
e, a, b, aa, ab, ba, bb, aaa, aab, aba, …,
until the pattern becomes clear:

[1] = [e, b, ab, bb, …]
/* all strings in L */

[2] = [a, ba, aba, …]
/* all strings ending with an a without preceding “errors” */

[3] = [aa, aaa, aab, …]
/* all strings with at least one “error” */ 22



When More Than One Class
Contains Strings in L

S = {a, b}
L = {w Î S* : no two adjacent characters are the same}

The equivalence classes of »L:

[1] [e]
/* just the empty string */

[2] [a, aba, ababa, …]
/* all strings in L ending with an a */

[3] [b, ab, bab, abab, …]
/* all strings in L ending with a b */

[4] [aa, abaa, ababb…]
/* all strings not in L */ 23



Does »L Always Have a Finite
Number of Equivalence Classes?

S = {a, b}
L = {anbn, n ³ 0}

The equivalence classes of »L: [e], [a], [aa], [aaa], …
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The Best We Can Do
Theorem: Let L be a regular language and let M be a DFSM
that accepts L. The number of states in M is greater than or
equal to the number of equivalence classes of »L.

Proof: Suppose that the number of states in M were less
than the number of equivalence classes of »L.  Then, by the
pigeonhole principle, there must be at least one state q that
contains strings from at least two equivalence classes of »L.
But then M’s future behavior on those strings will be identical,
which is not consistent with the fact that they are in different
equivalence classes of »L.

Result: for regular languages the number of equivalence
classes is finite.
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The Best Is Unique
Theorem: Let L be a regular language over some alphabet S.
Then there is a DFSM M that accepts L and that has precisely
n states where n is the number of equivalence classes of »L.
Any other FSM that accepts L must either have more states
than M or it must be equivalent to M except for state names.

Proof:  (by construction) (May be omitted)
M = (K, S, d, s, A), where:
● K contains n states, one for each equivalence class of »L.
● s = [e], the equivalence class of e under »L.
● A = {[x] : x Î L}.
● d([x], a) = [xa].  In other words, if M is in the state that

contains some string x, then, after reading the next
symbol, a, it will be in the state that contains xa.
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Proof, Continued (May be omitted)

• K is finite.  Since L is regular, it is accepted by some
DFSM M¢. M¢ has some finite number of states m.  By
Theorem 5.4, n £ m.  So K is finite.

• d is a function.  In other words, it is defined for all (state,
input) pairs and it produces, for each of them, a unique
value.  The construction defines a value of d for all
(state, input) pairs.  The fact that the construction
guarantees a unique such value follows from the
definition of »L.

We must show that:
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Proof, Continued (May be omitted)

• L = L(M).  To prove this, we must first show
that "s, t (([e], st) |-M* ([s], t)).  We do this by induction
on |s|.

If |s| = 0 then we have ([e], e) |-M* ([e], t), which is true
since M simply makes zero moves.
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Proof, Continued (May be omitted)

Assume that the claim is true if |s| = k.  Then we consider what
happens when |s| = k+1.  |s| ³ 1, so we can let s = yc where y Î
S* and c Î S.  We have:

/* M reads the first k characters:
([e], yct) |-M* ([y], ct) (induction hypothesis,

since |y| = k).

/* M reads one more character:
([y], ct)   |-M* ([yc], t) (definition of dM).

/* Combining those two, after M has read k+1 characters:
([e], yct) |-M* ([yc], t) (transitivity of |-M*).
([e], st) |-M* ([s], t) (definition of s as yc).
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Proof, Continued (May be omitted)

So we have :

[*] "s, t (([e], st) |-M* ([s], t)).

Let t be e.  Let s be any string in S*.  By [*]:

([e], s) |-M* ([s], e).

So M will accept s iff [s] Î A, which, by the way in which A
was constructed, it will be if the strings in [s] are in L.  So
M accepts precisely those strings that are in M.
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Proof, Continued (May be omitted)

• There exists no smaller machine M# that also accepts L.
This follows directly from Theorem 5.4, which says that
the number of equivalence classes of »L imposes a
lower bound on the number of states in any DFSM that
accepts L.

• There is no different machine M# that also has n states
and that accepts L.
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Constructing the Minimal DFSM from »L

S = {a, b}
L = {w Î S* : no two adjacent characters are the same}

The equivalence classes of »L:
1: [e] e
2: [a, ba, aba, baba, ababa, ...] (bÈe)(ab)*a
3: [b, ab, bab, abab, ...] (aÈe)(ba)*b
4: [bb, aa, bba, bbb, ...] the rest (not in L)

● Equivalence classes become states
● Start state is [e]
● Accepting states are all equivalence classes in L
● d([x], a) = [xa] and d([x], b) = [xb]
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Constructing the Minimal DFSM from »L

S = {a, b}
L = {w Î S* : no two adjacent characters are the same}

The minimal DFSM:
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The Myhill-Nerode Theorem
Theorem: A language is regular iff the number of equivalence
classes of »L is finite.

Proof: Show the two directions of the implication:

L regular ® the number of equivalence classes of »L is
finite: If L is regular, then there exists some FSM M that
accepts L. M has some finite number of states m.  The
cardinality of »L £ m.  So the cardinality of »L is finite.

The number of equivalence classes of »L is finite ® L
regular: If the cardinality of »L is finite, then the construction
that was described in the proof of the previous theorem will
build an FSM that accepts L.  So L must be regular.
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So Where Do We Stand?
1. We know that for any regular language L there exists a minimal

accepting FSM machine ML.

2. We know that |K| of ML equals the number of equivalence
classes of »L.

3. We know how to construct ML from »L.

4. We know that ML is unique up to the naming of its states.

But is this good enough?

What if we don’t know »L yet,
but do know M?

Consider:
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• Begin with M and remove unreachable states. Next,
collapse redundant states, getting rid of one at a time
until the resulting machine is minimal. Problem: how to
be sure if minimality is reached?

• Begin by overclustering the states of L into just two
groups, accepting and nonaccepting.  Then iteratively
split those groups apart until all the distinctions that L
requires have been made. This is relatively easy (see
minDFSM algorithm further).

Minimizing an Existing DFSM
(without Knowing »L)

Two approaches:

36



The Overclustering Approach

We need a definition for “equivalent”, i.e., mergeable,
states.

Define q º p iff for all strings w Î S*, either w drives M to
an accepting state from both q and p or it drives M to
a rejecting state from both q and p.

37



An Example
S = {a, b} L = {w Î S* : |w| is even}

q2 º q3 38



Constructing º as the Limit of a Sequence of
Approximating Equivalence Relations ºn

(where n is the length of the input strings that have
been considered so far)

Consider input strings, starting with e, and increasing in
length by 1 at each iteration.  Start by overclustering
states.  Then split them apart as it becomes apparent
(with longer and longer strings) that their behavior is
not identical.

39



Constructing ºn

• p º0 q iff they behave equivalently when they read e.  In
other words, if they are both accepting or both rejecting
states.

• p º1 q iff they behave equivalently when they read any
string of length 1, i.e., if any single character sends both
of them to an accepting state or both of them to a
rejecting state.  Note that this is equivalent to saying that
any single character sends them to states that are º0 to
each other.

• p º2 q iff they behave equivalently when they read any
string of length 2, which they will do if, when they read
the first character they land in states that are º1 to each
other.  By the definition of º1, they will then yield the
same outcome when they read the single remaining
character.

• And so forth.
40



Constructing º, Continued

More precisely, "p,q Î K and any n ³ 1, q ºn p
iff:
1. q ºn-1 p, and
2. "a Î S (d(p, a) ºn-1 d(q, a))

41



MinDFSM
minDFSM(M: DFSM) =

1. classes := {A, K-A};
2.  Repeat until no changes are made

2.1. newclasses := Æ;
2.2.  For each equivalence class e in classes, if e contains

more than one state do
For each state q in e do

For each character c in S do
Determine which element of classes q
goes to if c is read

If there are any two states p and q that need to be
split, split them.  Create as many new
equivalence classes as are necessary.  Insert
those classes into newclasses.

If there are no states whose behavior differs, no
splitting is necessary.  Insert e into
newclasses.

2.3. classes := newclasses;
3.  Return M * = (classes, S, d, [sM], {[q: the elements of q are in AM]}),

where dM* is constructed as follows:
if dM(q, c) = p, then dM*([q], c) = [p]
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An Example

S = {a, b}

Initialize:
º0 classes = {[2,4], [1,3,5,6]}
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Step 1: start with º0 classes = {[2,4], [1,3,5,6]}

• Consider [2,4]: need to split?
((2,a), [1,3,5,6])    ((4,a), [1,3,5,6])
((2,b), [1,3,5,6])    ((4,b), [1,3,5,6])
So no need to split. Add [2,4].

• Consider [1,3,5,6]: need to split?
((1,a), [2,4])   ((3,a), [2,4])   ((5,a), [2,4])   ((6,a), [1,3,5,6])
((1,b), [2,4])   ((3,b), [2,4])   ((5,b), [2,4])   ((6,b), [1,3,5,6])
So split [1,3,5,6] into [1,3,5] and [6] and add both.

Result step 1: º1 classes = {[2,4], [1,3,5],[6]}
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Step 2: start with º1 classes = {[2,4], [1,3,5], [6]}

• Consider [2,4]: need to split?
((2,a), [1,3,5]) ((4,a), [6])
((2,b), [6]) ((4,b), [1,3,5])
So split [2,4] into [2] and [4] and add both.

• Consider [1,3,5]: need to split?
((1,a), [2,4]) ((3,a), [2,4]) ((5,a), [2,4])
((1,b), [2,4]) ((3,b), [2,4]) ((5,b), [2,4])
So no need to split. Add [1,3,5].

• Consider [6]; can’t split, so just add.

Result step 2: º2 classes = {[2], [4], [1,3,5], [6]}
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Step 3: start with º2 classes = {[2], [4], [1,3,5], [6]}

• Consider [2]; can’t split, so just add.

• Consider [4]; can’t split, so just add.

• Consider [1,3,5]: need to split?
((1,a),[2]) ((3,a),[2]) ((5,a),[2])
((1,b),[4]) ((3,b),[4]) ((5,b),[4])

So no need to split. Add [1,3,5].

• Consider [6]; can’t split, so just add.

Result step 3: º3 classes = {[2], [4], [1,3,5], [6]}
And since there was no change, we are finished
(namely ºn classes = {[2], [4], [1,3,5], [6]} for any n ≥ 3),
so Stop. 46



The Result
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Summary

● Given any regular language L, there exists a
minimal DFSM M that accepts L.

● M is unique up to the naming of its states.

● Given any DFSM M, there exists an algorithm
minDFSM that constructs a minimal DFSM
that also accepts L(M).
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